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  National Bank Note 

Charter Period Nonsense  
 

Renowned early national bank note collector and dealer George H. Blake conjured up the notion 

of charter periods in 1908 in an attempt to classify the succession of national bank note series that he was 

observing. His system of nomenclature gave rise to first, second, third and even fourth charter notes. 

In time numismatists tried unsuccessfully to link the charter period notion to the stages in the 

corporate life of a national bank, and even attached the idea of charter periods to the various acts passed in 

1863-4, 1882 and 1902 that addressed the corporate life of national banks. A bank was said to be rechartered 

when it passed to a new charter period. 

Unfortunately, this picture is haywire and has been sowing confusion ever since. 

DELUSION 

There are three problems. 

(1)  Most important is the fact that the terms first, second, third and fourth charter period have 

utterly no basis in law or fact. There were no such things. A bank received one charter, and that was it. No 

national bank ever was rechartered. 

(2)  A serious problem is that collectors associate these fictitious charter periods with specific series 

of notes. This comes out as: first charter notes = Original Series/Series of 1875 notes; second charter notes 

= Series of 1882 notes; third charter notes = Series of 1902 notes. This creates a misleading classification 

that simply warps reality. 

(3)  Last is the illogical leap that always is taken, a leap off the cliff fueled by our growing confusion 

arising from our attempt to pound square pegs into round holes. The logic goes as follows. If first charter 

period notes = Original/1875 series notes, second charter period notes = Series of 1882 notes, etc., then 

certainly first charter = Act of February 25, 1863 or Act of June 3, 1864; second charter = Act of July 12, 

1882; and third charter = Act of April 12, 1902! 

Once the charter period poison has taken hold, collectors invariably contrive the following chain 

of associations: 
first charter period = Act of February 25, 1863 or Act of June 3, 1864 = 

Original/1875 series notes, 
second charter period = Act of July 12, 1882 = Series of 1882 notes, 
third charter period = Act of April 12, 1902 = Series of 1902 notes. 

At this point, we have successfully arrived in the land of the lost and clueless! 

A VISIT TO LA LA LAND 

Let’s see where this charter period stuff invariably goes. We’ll look at two different banks, one 

organized in 1863 and the other in 1883. 

Bank Organized in 1863 

If our bank was organized in 1863, it received Original Series notes. Ok, that’s fine in your way of 

thinking: first charter = Act of February 25, 1863 = Original Series. 

What’s the big deal? 

Bank Organized in 1883 

What about the bank organized in 1883 after the Act of July 12, 1882 was passed? The first notes 

that it received were Series of 1882. 

Your association is: second charter = Act of July 12, 1882 = Series of 1882 notes. Looks good, 

doesn’t it? 

Whoa, our bank just received its first and only charter under the terms of the Act of 1864. Oops, 

shouldn’t it have gotten Series of 1875 notes! 

The so-called second charter Act of July 12, 1882 had nothing to do with our bank or the notes it 

issued in 1883. 
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The Act of July 12, 1882 allowed for one 20-year extension of corporate life for existing national 

banks. Our bank was totally unaffected by the 1882 act in 1883. Despite this fact, the officers found 

themselves issuing Series of 1882 notes! 

What gives here? This is getting confusing. 

It gets even hairier 20 years later in 1903 when the charter for our bank was set to expire. 

The Act of 1882 finally came into play for our bank in 1903 after it had issued Series of 1882 notes 

for 20 years. The bankers dutifully applied for a first 20-year extension under the terms of the Act of 1882, 

so the Comptroller of the Currency approved the extension and began sending Series of 1902 notes to them. 

Wait, the bank is getting your third charter notes, but its life has now been perpetuated by the Act 

of 1882, and it is operating under its one and only charter authorized by the Act of 1863! 

Everything is coming unglued. At this point, it seems like we ought to get off this planet! 

Yes, the Act of April 12, 1902 already had passed, but the sole business of the 1902 act was to 

provide for a second 20-year extension. Our bank just got its first 20-year extension in 1903 as provided 

for by the Act of 1882 to extend the life of its first and only charter! Yet our bank is now getting “third 

charter” notes. 

This deal is totally mucked up! 

Do you want out here, or do you want to understand what is really going on? Reality is as simple 

as 1, 2, 3 if you are receptive. I’ll even mix in a little history to take the edge off in order to give you a little 

comic relief. 

REALITY CHECK 

Let’s jump right to the heart of the matter. 

Three Groups of Acts Addressed Corporate Life 

The Act of February 25, 1863, provided for up to 20 years of corporate life for the banks organized 

under it. The rewritten version of that act passed June 4, 1864, provided for the first 20 years of corporate 

life for all banks organized thereafter, no matter when they were chartered. 

The Act of July 12, 1882 provided for one 20-year extension of corporate life for all banks after 

Figure 1. Classic so-called second charter $5, except the fact is that the bank was organized in 

1883 under its first and only charter as per the Act of June 3, 1864. The Act of July 12, 1882 

had nothing to do with this bank because that act provided for one 20-year extension of 

corporate life, which wouldn’t come into play until 1903. This is, in fact, simply a Series of 1882 

proof, a series given to the bank by Comptroller of the Currency John Knox in 1883 because 

it was the most recently available series at the time. That the bank received Series of 1882 notes 

in 1883 had nothing to do with the stage in its corporate life or a 20-year extension provided 

for by the 1882 act. 
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the initial 20-year life ran out. 

The Act of April 12, 1902 provided for a second 20-year extension of corporate life for all banks 

after the first 20-year extension ran out. 

There Are Three Series of Large Size National Bank Notes 
Original Series/Series of 1875 
Series of 1882 
Series of 1902. 

The reason Original Series and Series of 1875 are bagged together is that they are the same except 

for who printed the notes. The bank note companies printed the Original Series, whereas the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing printed the Series of 1875. 

Important Facts 

There is no correlation between the series of notes that a bank received and the stage in its corporate 

life. 

There is no correlation between the various acts and the series of notes that were issued by a bank. 

How it Actually Worked 

The series of notes that a given bank issued changed every 20 years between 1863 and 1922. 

The choice of the series of notes that the bank received was at the discretion of the Comptroller of 

the Currency; it was not dictated by any act. 

Usually the first series that was issued to a bank after it was organized was the most recently 

available series. 

An example will help. Let’s look at a bank organized in 1910. In 1910, the bank was beginning its 

first 20 years of corporate life as provided for by the Act of June 3, 1864. Comptroller Lawrence O. Murray 

gave the bank Series of 1902 notes. 

Notice the disconnects here. 

The bank was operating under the Act of 1864, but the first series it received was the Series of 

1902. The bank was operating under its first and only charter, but it was not given Original Series/Series of 

1875 notes. 

Furthermore, even though the bank was given Series of 1902 notes, they had nothing to do with the 

Act of 1902, because the 1902 act dealt with a second 20-year extension, which certainly didn’t apply to 

the bank! 

EARLY LAWS GOVERNING CORPORATE LIFE 

All banks got their one and only charter under the authority of the Act of February 25, 1863 or June 

3, 1864. The flawed Act of February 25, 1863 authorized a maximum of 20 years of corporate life, but 

shorter terms were employed for most banks organized under it. The rewritten Act of June 3, 1864 gave all 

national banks organized after it passed a full 20 years of corporate life. 

The corporate lives of many banks organized under the Act of 1863 already were expiring by 1882 

because they had chosen initial corporate lives of less than 20 years. Soon, in 1884, banks organized under 

the Act of 1864 similarly would begin to expire as their 20 years ran out. 

The hard money Congressmen were perfectly happy to see those national banks close and the 

national banking system begin to phase out because national currency was based on, and was considered to 

be equivalent to, legal tender notes, which were nothing more than circulating Civil War debt. The legal 

tender notes were fiat money. Both legal tender and national bank notes were considered to be soft money 

by the conservatives. 

However, populist sentiment favored retention of national bank notes and even increasing the 

supplies of legal tender and national bank notes. The proponents for extending the lives of the national 

banks were mostly western and southern rural populists who resented the limited hard money supply 

consisting of gold, because they thought such limited hard money controlled by the eastern bankers 

constrained their economies by making money scarce to them and borrowing costlier. 

The Act of July 12, 1882 provided for one 20-year extension of corporate life for existing national 

banks. Passage of the extension provision in the Act 1882 was a sop to the populists, which was included 
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solely in order to gain their votes for passage of the rest of the act. 

The rest of the Act of 1882 put the country on a gold monetary standard and provided for circulating 

gold certificates—the Series of 1882 gold notes—backed by gold coin. 

The hard money conservatives had been pushing to put the nation on a gold standard for decades, 

but they couldn’t reach their goal all at once. The compromise Act of 1882 was the result. Now there was 

both hard money—gold and gold certificates—and soft money—legal tender notes and national bank notes. 

The hard money would dominate international commerce, whereas the soft legal tender and national 

currency money would work at home where it was tolerated. 

The Act of April 12, 1902 provided only for a second 20-year extension of corporate life, nothing 

else. The nation was on a gold standard by 1902, but there were sufficient populist voices left in Congress 

that the conservatives couldn’t kill the national banking system and the soft money it represented. The 

conservatives grunted, and passed the 1902 act. 

Now we have the Acts of 1863/4, 1882 and 1902, which respectively gave a bank its first 20 years 

of corporate live, its second 20 years of corporate life, and its third 20 years of corporate life. 

Notice, these are not first, second and third charters. They represent one charter, a first extension 

and a second extension. 

Figure 2. A neat pair of so-called third and fourth charter notes, except the fact is that the 

bank was organized in 1902 under its first and only charter. These proofs respectively 

represent Series of 1902 notes issued during the first 20 years of corporate life authorized by 

the Act of June 3, 1864 and Series of 1902 notes issued during the first 20-year extension of 

corporate life provided by the Act of July 12, 1882. The second proof carries a plate date of 

1922, updated Treasury signatures and a slightly different title block layout. 
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Just how does this mesh with the series? It is here where you have to throw the first, second and 

third charter period nonsense out the window. 

The fact is, the notes that a given bank received had nothing to do with the stages in its corporate 

life as provided for in the 1863/4, 1882 and 1902 acts! 

The actual notes that the bank received were at the whim of the Comptroller of the Currency. Each 

Comptroller had a rudimentary system for assigning what series he gave to banks so there is a degree of 

order to the issues, but those decisions were independent of the laws that governed the stages in the 

corporate lives of the banks. 

CALL YOUR NOTES BY THEIR SERIES 

The correct and infinitely simpler way to talk about your national bank notes is to call them by their 

series. They are Original/1875, 1882 and 1902 series notes. It is as simple as that! Nothing more, and 

nothing less! 

  If it matters to you—and for most of you it doesn’t—you can use the date of organization for your 

bank to deduce the stage in its corporate life when its officers were issuing a particular series of notes. 

You can say: “Hey, my bank was organized in 1896 under the Act of 1864, and issued Series of 

1882 notes from 1896 to 1916. Then it issued Series of 1902 notes from 1916 on forward when its charter 

was extended for the first time in 1916 under the Act of 1882.” 

Very commendable! You used appropriate nomenclature to describe the notes that the bank issued. 

You clearly understand how the different notes represent different stages in the corporate life of your bank. 

Furthermore, you correctly linked the stages of the corporate life of your bank to the correct acts. 

 FINAL DETAILS 

The people who use charter periods love to talk about rechartered banks in the flow of such 

conversations. The idea here is that they think that the banks were rechartered every 20 years. The fact is, 

no national bank ever was rechartered. That word is totally bogus in our context. The corporate lives of the 

banks were extended every twenty years, but none were rechartered. 

Some banks were liquidated and reorganized under entirely new charter numbers. But 

reorganization is not rechartering. Reorganization means an entirely new bank was created from the detritus 

of some former bank, and awarded a new charter and new charter number. Recharter means nothing in our 

game. 

Congress got tired of dealing with national bank extensions every 20 years, so decided to put off 

dealing with it when the oldest banks were nearing the end of their second 20-year extensions in 1922. An 

act was passed on July 1, 1922 that gave all existing national banks an automatic 99-year extension from 

the date of the act, or, for new banks organized later, a 99-year life from the date of their organization. 

The 1922 Act was, of course, a typical Congressional half-loaf solution that simply deferred the 

problem. Finally, another act was passed on February 25, 1927 that granted all existing and future national 

banks perpetual corporate lives. 

What about this fourth charter stuff? Two situations were occurring in 1921 and 1922. Many new 

banks organized in 1901 and 1902 that had been issuing Series of 1902 notes from the beginning were 

starting to apply for extensions. Similarly, other banks organized in 1882 that had been extended in 1902, 

which had been issuing Series of 1902 since 1902, were also applying for extensions. The question for 

Comptroller D. R. Crissinger was what kind of notes should he give them after he granted them extensions 

in 1921-2? 

He gave them a second group of Series of 1902 notes, distinguished from the first by plate dates of 

1921 or 1922 instead of 1901 or 1902. 

Collectors brought up on the charter period nonsense called the second group of Series of 1902 

notes fourth charter notes in keeping with the faulty numismatic tradition. Those notes were nothing of the 

kind. What they actually signified were first or second extensions for the banks involved. 

The Act of July 1, 1922, which gave existing banks automatic 99-year extensions of corporate life, 

eliminated the need to apply for extensions. Consequently, extensions were no longer needed so second 

group Series of 1902 plates stopped being made. In fact, bankers who had already applied for and gotten 
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extensions, but for whom new plates had not yet been prepared, simply continued to receive their usual 

Series of 1902 notes bearing plate dates of 1901 and 1902 as if nothing had happened. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are three conclusions. 

(1) The terms first charter notes, second charter notes, third charter notes and fourth charter notes 

have no basis in law or fact. Banks never were rechartered. 

(2) The series of notes that a bank received had no technical linkage to the stage in the corporate 

life of the bank as granted by the underlying national bank legislation. Instead, the series given to a bank 

was at the discretion of the Comptroller of the Currency. 

(3) The series of notes that a bank received had no technical linkage to specific acts governing the 

stage of corporate life, respectively the Acts of 1863/4, 1882 and 1902. 

Don’t call your notes first, second, third or fourth charter notes. To do so sows confusion and makes 

one sound like an uninformed rube! 

Call your notes by their series! 
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